Having employed for some time past, with much success, a rotating anode for rapid electro-deposition, the construction of the equipment is deemed of suffi cient interest to warrant its illustration. With such a piece of apparatus metals can be completely precipi tated in a few minutes, whereas with a stationary anode it was necessary to employ such feeble electric currents that several hours were required.
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It may be st ated that the effect of the rotating anode is Scientific American the usual cott on thread.
The powerful lines of force of 't he magnet are illustrated in a measure by dropping iron filings on a piece of cardboard placed on its top.
The filings build up in a pile, being held in place by the magnetic attraction as shown in one illustration. An other picture shows how stray pieces of metal can be held against a person's face when the back of his head is placed against the magnet. The third photograph illustrates the method of procedure followed in draw ing ap iece of steel out of one's eye. The magnet is particularly useful in diagnosing cases in which a were of recent occurrence, the particles made their exit through the same trauma by which they entered, there would no doubt be a similar result in gunshot wounds, surgical interference with its numerous dan gers thus being avoided.
Some further particulars regarding this magnet and the calculations involved in designing and building the same will be found in the current SUPPLEMENT. In one instance a piece of a hammer head had been driven into the muscles of the upper arm, and in an other ca�e a piece of a cold chisel into the forearm.
Tn these two cases the surgeons advised no operations, trusting to the pieces working out of themselves; but the wounds became· infected. and ·the magnet was tried.
The success of the method' was complete, the pieces of metal appearing immediately on ,the polar piece. Pes sibly the operations on these were the first ever per formed wherein a powerful electro-magnet had re moved metallic pieces, if we except cases of the eye.
Since then, at the Bridgeport hospit'll, pieces of steel have been removed from the hand. In one case a chip of steel had been embedded in the palm of a man's hand for a year and a half, and in another a piece had been in the back of the hand for seven years. •
t •••
Another Patent Granted to Corneliu .. Vanderbilt.
Letters patent have recently been granted to Corne
lius Vanderbilt· for an improved locomotive tender.
The object of the· invention is to provide a simple and economical form of water-tank with a low water-intake and .large capacity. to shorten the length of the tank without increasing its height, and to improve the can .. struction of the fuel-hood.
The water-tank is elliptical in cross-section and has ,its major axis in a horizontal plane. This shape was chosen because such a tank has a larger capacity than a circular one of equal height, and because its center or gravity is lower than that of a circular tank of A broken sewing needle that caused much pain and produced considerable swelling was instantly re moved from the palm or a woman's hand. These cases, all of which were successful, would make it seem that powerful electro-magnets could be of great use in mili tary hospitals for the removal of pieces of shells and stee l bullets. As in the above-mentioned cases, which major axis of the cross-section of the tank. The rear end has sliding doors with handles. In front of it is a platform on which the fireman may stand.
The underframing of this car consists primarily of two longitudinal draft-sills which are connected di rectly to the shell of the water-tank, and which have mounted between them ordinary draft-rigging.
• • •
In the earlier forms of the Laval steam turbines, a 5-horse-power motor, with a diameter of 12 centimeters, made about 30,000 revolutions per minute.
